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As a child of the sixties, I cut my philosophical eye teeth, as 
it were, on the lyrics of Bob Dylan. He expressed exactly my 
dissatisfaction with the culture of the Eisenhower fi fties, still 
very much intact in small-town America of the sixties. While 
the Cuban Missile Crisis taught us to live for the moment, Viet-
nam offered more complicated lessons concerning the overlap 
of political strategy and strategy on the front lines. In 1965, the 
year T. S. Eliot died, Dylan released a sort of kitchen sink protest 
song that lambasted everything from war to materialism to the 
ubiquitous issue of middle-class morality. Aside from being the 
source of one of Jimmy Carter’s favorite aphorisms—“He not 
being born / Is busy dying”—Dylan’s “It’s Alright, Ma (I’m Only 
Bleeding)” raises another issue, that of propaganda. Dylan cites 
propaganda along with hypocritical morality and greed:
Old lady judges . . .
. . . push fake morals, insult and stare
While money doesn’t talk it swears
Obscenity, who really cares
Propaganda, all is phony.1
In Dylan’s view, propaganda includes everything promoting 
that vacuous fi fties way of life, from advertising to tv sitcoms. 
Since Dylan whacked the establishment, other rock groups have 




happen to be current political trends. Green Day’s “American 
Idiot,” for instance, attacks contemporary militarism and, their 
word, paranoia. As the song goes,
Now everybody do the propaganda!
And sing along to the age of paranoia
Don’t want to be an American idiot
One nation controlled by the media
information age of hysteria
Calling out to idiot America.2
Obviously not as iconic as Dylan, Green Day has become a 
spokesgroup for disillusioned youth who see in the contempo-
rary politics of fear the same threat Dylan saw forty years ago 
in the politics of conformity. Whatever its subject, propaganda 
is the enemy, the destroyer of individual integrity.
In The Peculiar Sanity of War, I examined, among other things, 
the way rumor becomes or parallels propaganda on a very basic 
level. The First World War often turned rumors into atrocity 
stories, which in many cases found their way into print as “eye-
witness accounts.” The British “Bryce Report” is perhaps the 
best known collection of such otherwise undocumented atrocity 
stories. An offi cial publication titled Evidence and Documents Laid 
Before the Committee on Alleged German Outrages, the Bryce report 
contains testimonials from Belgian refugees—farmers and other 
noncombatants as well as fl eeing soldiers—of German atrocities 
as Germany advanced through Belgium in 1914. Most contem-
porary sources regard the Bryce Report as largely apocryphal. 
Addressing the Bryce report, Arthur Ponsonby argues, “At best, 
human testimony is unreliable, even in ordinary occurrences of 
no consequences, but where bias, sentiment, passion, and so-
called patriotism disturb the emotions, a personal affi rmation 
becomes of no value whatsoever.”3 Many of the atrocity stories 
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became legendary, transcending even the force of rumor or the 
necessity of personal affi rmation. Few civilians from the Allied 
nations doubted that Germany had left a path of mutilated 
civilians, including children, across Belgium or that given the 
chance, Germany would pursue its goal of carnage across the 
rest of Europe and Great Britain.
Modernism, Propaganda, and Blurred National Identities
Perhaps because of the war, literary modernism became an 
international moment in literary history. International issues 
informed most literature of the period and of the war itself. 
Vorticism had its roots in Italian Futurism and involved the 
British Wyndham Lewis as well as the American Ezra Pound 
in the magazine Blast, which published, among others, Ford 
Madox Ford and James Joyce. Ernest Hemingway, Gertrude 
Stein, F. Scott Fitzgerald, Djuna Barnes, and Edith Wharton 
lived in Paris between the wars, and Henry James and T. S. El-
iot became British citizens. Joyce lived in Paris for a time after 
the war and published Ulysses there. Modernist writers seemed 
to have little need to settle in one place or to be governed by 
nationality.
Undoubtedly because of the war, ordinary citizens who 
seldom thought beyond the boundaries of their local commu-
nities learned the names and locations of places such as the 
Marne, the Argonne Forest, Paschendale, and Gallipoli. The 
American “Somewhere” series by Martha Trent, part of the 
focus of chapter 3, includes a novel and heroine for each of 
the Allied countries and sees that all the heroines cross paths 
“somewhere” in war-torn Europe. While cultural differences in 
the books are quite evident—Lucia Rudini is a goatherd—the 
novels serve two functions. First, they foster understanding 
and camaraderie between cultures, and second, they suggest 
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the necessity for uniting to defeat a common enemy, one that 
will not be sympathetic to the virtue of young girls. But other 
wartime books also have transnational intentions. The children’s 
book Les Soldats de la Grande Guerre is written in French and 
English; that is, the book was expected to generate patriotism 
in both France and England. The author and illustrator of Ten 
Little Sausages, which appears in chapter 4 with Les Soldats, lived 
in the United States and in England. Joan of Arc and Lafayette 
appear often in American sheet music and propaganda post-
ers because they speak to the American values of liberty and 
national pride. The devastated Belgium appears on everything 
from U.S. Food Administration posters to recruiting appeals 
worldwide.
While not the primary focus of this study, literary modern-
ism—largely ex-patriot, mostly male authored and antiwar—
serves as perhaps the most prevalent meter of literary responses 
to the slaughter and bloodshed of confl ict. And yet, women 
writers also addressed the horrors of war. Virginia Woolf ’s 1925 
novel Mrs. Dalloway gives us the tragically shell-shocked Septimus 
Warren Smith, who years after the war loses his sanity, partly 
because the social structure he went to war to save has evapo-
rated or never existed, and because the death and destruction he 
was helpless to prevent still haunt him. Vera Brittain’s memoir 
Testament of Youth delves into war horrors and corresponding 
pressures from the home front to maintain the Victorian values 
that were miserably failing the war generation.
Perhaps most graphic and cynical of all the war novels 
written by women is Helen Zenna Smith’s 1930 novel Not So 
Quiet . . . Stepdaughters of War. Smith, pseudonym for freelance 
writer Evadne Price, based the book on the actual diaries of 
a Voluntary Aid Detachment (vad) ambulance driver, Wini-
fred Young. The resulting novel is a blood-and-gore account of 
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“Smithy’s” experiences driving an ambulance and later serving 
in a Women’s Army Corps unit. The primary confl ict in the 
novel is between Smithy and her mother, who uses the war 
service of her children to gain social status.4
These works and other equally powerful war works—among 
others the works of Rebecca West, H.D., and Radclyffe Hall—
are the focus of a number of important critical studies of war 
literature. Two works of Dorothy Goldman instruct us in ways of 
reading the war and women’s literature. Women’s Writing on the 
First World War is a crucial anthology of women’s contributions 
to the war canon. In Women Writers and the Great War, Goldman 
emphasizes the breadth of female perspectives on war when 
she declares that “women writers were like men in employing 
all the different modes of response available at the time—from 
Fussell’s ‘Great War Rhetoric’ to modernist irony.”5 Jennifer 
Haytock’s valuable feminist study of U.S. culture and literature 
during the war, At Home, at War: Domesticity and World War I in 
American Literature touches on many issues raised in my book. 
At Home, at War looks at both “sentimental propagandistic 
work” and a number of modernist texts, including those of 
Ernest Hemingway, Willa Cather, and Eudora Welty. Haytock 
argues that in these authors’ work the domestic sphere and 
the trenches inform one another, that “domestic ideology . . . 
relies on, even as it helps to create, an ideology of war.”6 And 
yet ultimately, soldiers came to distrust those women who, 
by that ideology, had sent them off to war. Emphasizing the 
importance of domestic ritual in the lives of soldiers, Haytock 
correctly contends that “soldiers cannot escape the rituals 
through which the home operates.”7 Yes, and it is the need 
for home, for those primary familial relationships that pro-
paganda capitalizes on to gain the trust of the men it seeks to 
recruit. While Haytock goes on to observe that after the war, 
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“women became handy targets for soldiers’ animosity,” she 
also believes that the men took issue with the nation that had 
sent them to war and taught them to kill.8 This cynicism, as 
we noted, informs much of modernist literature, the literary 
texts that so often become the focus of critical writing about 
the war. But the literary texts were only a part of the large body 
of writings about the war.
Outside the realm of modernism, much literature was 
written during the war, and this writing tells us in patriotic 
language what was happening or what was expected to happen 
on the home front. Informed by the language of propaganda, 
this literature and the culture that produced it is the focus 
of this study. World War I, on all sides, saw the fi rst massive 
organized propaganda campaign of the twentieth century, the 
fi rst deliberate and offi cial effort to manipulate public opinion, 
an effort that was largely successful, according to wartime sta-
tistics. Second, among the Allied nations, there were a number 
of shared images and atrocity stories. As we have noted, na-
tional boundaries tended to blur in the unifi ed effort to vilify, 
and thereby defeat, the marauding Hun. The most ubiquitous 
of these images is of the German, especially the Prussian, as 
a raping, child-butchering, cannibal ape who always sports 
a Pickelhaube, a spiked helmet, even though German soldiers 
stopped wearing the helmets in 1916 because of their high vis-
ibility. Rumors of atrocity stories spread in a weblike network 
from England and France and Belgium and Italy to the United 
States and to all the British colonies, which during the war 
were still numerous. Because propaganda imagery overlaps, 
and because Iowans and Alsatians, Londoners and Parisians, 
wealthy matrons and scullery maids were all united in their 
hatred of Germany, the focus in this study is not limited to spe-
cifi c nationalities or social classes. American, British, French, 
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and Italian propaganda all rely on the images I describe in the 
following paragraphs and are thus included with little distinc-
tion as to origin. As we will see, propaganda relies heavily on 
family relationships, and the family as a social unit varies little 
fig. 1. “Sow the Seeds of Victory,” poster by
James Montgomery Flagg, c. 1918.
Buy the Book
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across cultural boundaries, especially in the Western countries. 
Additionally, where propaganda is designed to militarize chil-
dren, I have included the occasional German image because 
the images are virtually identical to those used by the Allies. 
All warring nations rely on new and younger recruits, one of 
the true tragedies of war.
Propaganda posters from the First World War are stunning 
in their design. The United States used a number of major 
magazine illustrators of the day, including James Montgomery 
Flagg, Howard Chandler Christy, and Clarence Underwood. 
Flagg’s small 1918 War Garden Commission poster “Sow the 
Seeds of Victory” (fi g. 1) exhorts American women to “plant 
and raise your own vegetables.” Beneath Flagg’s rendition of 
Miss Columbia sowing seeds in a neatly tilled fi eld is the cap-
tion “Every Garden a Munition Plant.” While the permutations 
of this caption are virtually endless—the transformation of 
the backyard garden into a tool of destruction, for instance—
the design carries well beyond the concept of the homegrown 
radish.
All combatant nations waged massive poster campaigns, 
a number of which we will examine in this book. Visible as it 
was, however, the poster campaign was only a small part of the 
effort to commandeer civilians. Recruiting posters, of course, 
drummed up volunteers for military service. But recruiting was 
one of many goals of the Allied propaganda campaign. Every 
war committee designed and published posters, pamphlets, 
cookbooks—materials designed to reach into every corner of 
American and British life. Yet clearly, propaganda did not stop 
with government publications. Sheet music complete with pa-
triotic covers provided songs for inspiration, and popular maga-
zines offered war fi ction for young women and housewives who 
sought patriotic role models in the characters created by their 
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favorite authors. Novels for adolescents and young girls placed 
their heroines in contact with spies and taught them how to fl y 
the new airplanes. And children’s books defi ned the war as a 
game and the enemy as a demon with horns and a tail. Games, 
paper dolls, and toys all made the war a part of daily play. And 
when women and children were not the target of propaganda, 
they were often used in propaganda to remind red-blooded 
men just what the war was all about. In her extensive history 
of the ways in which womanhood has been portrayed, Imag-
ing American Women: Ideas and Ideals in Cultural History, Martha 
Banta explains: “When the occasion is war, and when the one 
catalyst required is will, then the American Girl (as Warrior 
Queen, Protecting Angel, or whatever) is ready to be pressed, 
vividly, into service, no matter the consequences.”9 Women, 
and by extension children, play an essential role in propaganda 
as subjects and as targets.
The purpose of this study is twofold. First, I briefl y delve into 
the issue of propaganda itself. From the early works of Arthur 
Ponsonby and Harold Lasswell to contemporary college text-
books, it is my assertion that none has satisfactorily pinpointed 
the reason propaganda works. The term peculiar sanity, which 
came from Joseph Conrad’s 1905 essay “Autocracy and War,” 
attempted to explain the mass hysteria of war by looking at the 
function of rumor and paranoia. Victorian society operated to 
an extent through the use of rumor and gossip, and both forces 
continued to thrive during the war, feeding the hysteria and 
paranoia associated with legitimate fears of cataclysmic social 
change. In looking specifi cally at propaganda’s role in determin-
ing human behavior, in creating the kind of milieu in which 
peculiar sanity can fl ourish, this study goes beyond the issue of 
peculiar sanity to examine basic social structures and the ways 
in which those basic structures serve the larger conglomerate, 
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the state, and more crucially, the ways in which society’s “in-
nocents,” women and children, become both a major focus of 
and a major tool of social manipulation. This volume focuses 
on several theories, not necessarily specifi cally connected to 
propaganda, which I believe help explain how a population, 
including women and children, can be motivated to behave 
in warlike ways. Second, we move on to review the specifi c 
propaganda, the offi cial government versions and the perhaps 
more sinister privately issued variety, turning housewives into 
domestic soldiers and children into war mongers.10
Psychology: Not So Hidden Persuaders
In his 1957 study of propaganda, Lindley Fraser defi nes propa-
ganda as “the activity, or the art, of inducing others to behave 
in a way in which they would not behave in its absence.”11 
Fraser goes on to clarify his defi nition by excluding force or 
compulsion as forms of propaganda, although he does sug-
gest that there exists a “border area which goes by the name 
of ‘moral compulsion’—inducing people to do things utterly 
contrary to what they want to do by bullying, by threats, by 
social pressure, by mere tedious repetition.”12 That border or 
gray area here would seem to encompass most World War I 
propaganda, in which moral compulsion prevails. The moral 
choice between “Hun or Home”—the caption of a Henry Patrick 
Raleigh Liberty Bonds poster depicting an apish Hun fi gure 
pawing the corpse of a woman while her young daughter fl ees 
with a baby, her now-orphaned sibling (fi g. 42)—is obvious 
and incontrovertible. “They” rape women and kill children. 
“We” have a moral imperative to stop them. A more subtle War 
Savings Stamps poster designed by cartoonist Billy Ireland of 
Columbus, Ohio, proclaims: “Keep the Hun Out!” (fi g. 2). It 
does not depict women and children at all but sends a more 
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chilling message of the ultimate horror, the Hun on the door-
step, or in this case climbing through the window of a house. 
We see the gleeful Hun, bloody bayonet poised, from inside 
the window—we are most likely meant to assume a bedroom 
window. Flames billow behind him. That we do not see the 
fig. 2. “Keep the Hun Out,” poster by Billy Ireland.
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women and children cowering in the room allows imagination 
to run wild and believe the worst.
Beyond the use of intellect necessary to understand literally 
the images presented by the propagandist, Fraser admits that 
the primary force contributing to the success of propaganda is 
emotional.13 Clearly, the success of both posters depends on 
the emotions of young men who see themselves as the protec-
tors of women and children, men who respond to this obvious 
sentimentality. The man who does not respond is a coward and 
a slacker, a virtual Hun himself. His choice to enlist becomes a 
visible and public response to the moral compulsion inherent 
in the caption “Keep the Hun Out!” Michel Foucault in Disci-
pline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison speaks of the Panopticon, 
Jeremy Bentham’s architectural construction, used in prisons 
to keep prisoners under constant surveillance, an unseen guard 
in a central tower from which all prisoners are constantly in 
sight. But according to Foucault, a Panopticon-like structure 
was historically used in villages to isolate plague victims.14 As 
Foucault explains, “Bentham’s Panopticon is the architectural 
fi gure of this composition.”15 But it is Bentham’s fi gure that 
for Foucault becomes a “generalizable model of functioning; a 
way of defi ning power relations in terms of the everyday life of 
men. . . . The fact that it should have given rise, even in our own 
time, to so many variations, projected or realized, is evidence 
of the imaginary intensity that it has possessed for almost 
two hundred years.”16 The importance of the Panopticon as a 
form of surveillance is that it works whether or not a guard is 
actually present in the tower. If those being watched believe 
they are being watched, then the construction has served its 
purpose. Foucault goes on in his extension of the construction 
to call the Panopticon a “fi gure of political technology.”17 As 
such, the Panopticon serves as a model for the way propaganda 
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functions. The imagined, or in some cases not so imagined, 
observation serves as the location of that visible and public 
response to the moral compulsion inherent in propaganda. The 
Panopticon is not necessarily the cause of the response, but it 
enforces the response. The Panopticon, or the idea of surveil-
lance, channels the desired emotional response into a desired 
action. Both social and psychological forces are at work here 
as part of this perceived surveillance, this moral compulsion 
that by and large obliterates intellect, a process that I maintain 
can never be positive.
Recently it has become the habit of literary or social crit-
ics to refrain from making ethical judgments about historical 
practices, and thus the contemporary habit of viewing propa-
ganda as a neutral phenomenon informs many studies on the 
subject. In his introduction to Munitions of the Mind, Philip M. 
Taylor contends that “there is no real point . . . in making moral 
judgments concerning whether propaganda is a ‘good’ or a ‘bad’ 
thing; it merely is.”18 While Taylor qualifi es his words with the 
suggestion that it might be appropriate to judge “the intentions 
and goals of those employing propaganda,” the distinction is 
problematic.19 Whatever the specifi c goal, using emotions, in-
cluding fear, to guide thought, or to prevent it, is antithetical to 
the idea of intellectual freedom and self-governance. The word 
propaganda originated with the desire of the Catholic church 
to “propagate” the faith. History has long documented the 
methods the church employed to achieve its ends, methods 
the contemporary church of course eschews. Still, the word 
carries the taint of bloodshed, a taint that it should retain. Our 
desire, then, to interrogate the power and potential dangers 
of propaganda necessarily keeps that taint at the forefront of 
academic study.
Predictably, both sociology and psychology have searched 
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for explanations for what appears to be aberrant behavior in 
the applications of and responses to propaganda. That both 
disciplines consider the obliteration of intellect a phenomenon 
to be studied underscores the idea that propaganda and its 
goals are destructive. That the totalitarian propaganda state 
is the focus of most twentieth-century dystopic novels, two of 
which I discuss in the next section, suggests the destructive 
nature of propaganda as well.
Freud and Jung: The Personal and Collective Unconscious
A number of propaganda analysts focus on psychological sources, 
both Freudian and Jungian, for the success of propaganda. In The 
Age of Propaganda Pratkanis and Aronson examine psychological 
theories, both behaviorism and psychoanalytical theory.20 Ad-
dressing the question of behaviorism, the authors cite Pavlov 
and his research with dogs. Pavlov, of course, believed animals 
including humans could be conditioned to behave in specifi c 
ways. The authors allude to Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World 
and Anthony Burgess’s A Clockwork Orange, which demonstrate 
fi ctional examples of conditioning in totalitarian states.21 And 
in terms of psychoanalytical studies, the authors refer to Vance 
Packard’s groundbreaking work The Hidden Persuaders, to which 
we shall return shortly.
The Age of Propaganda only names Brave New World and A 
Clockwork Orange, but a brief look at the novels makes clear, if 
in a fi ctional sense, how conditioning works and how it can 
become a part of propaganda according to Fraser’s defi nition 
of moral compulsion through “mere repetition.”22 In Brave New 
World, humans are conditioned in two ways. Embryos are fi rst 
manipulated in utero, in this case a bottle on a conveyer belt. 
Society here is completely engineered, and embryos are designed 
according to the needs of society. As Henry Foster, a Hatchery 
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employee, explains to a group of trainees, “We decant our ba-
bies as socialized human beings, as Alphas, or Epsilons, as 
future sewage workers or future . . . Directors of Hatcheries.”23 
But conditioning continues beyond “birth.” Hypnopaedia, “the 
greatest moralizing and socializing force of all time,” is used 
to teach sleeping children everything from sex education to 
class consciousness.24 Beta children learn that “we are much 
better than the Gammas and Deltas. Gammas are stupid,” and 
so forth.25 Bernard Marx, an Alpha Plus whose job involves 
conditioning but who is too intelligent not to think on his own, 
notes when he hears someone repeat a ubiquitous aphorism, 
“One hundred repetitions three nights a week for four years. 
. . . Sixty-two thousand four hundred repetitions make one 
truth.”26 Obviously, the hypnopaedia Bernard is referring to is 
a reliable form of conditioning only in novels, but repetition 
played an important role in war propaganda. Phrases such as 
“Doing your bit,” “Safe for democracy,” and “The war to end 
all wars,” to name only a few, became part of every British and 
American vocabulary because they were repeated by politicians, 
journalists, generals, by everyone who had the public’s atten-
tion. “Mere repetition,” in a sense, is moral imperative.
But Pavlovian conditioning also appears in Brave New World. 
A group of Delta babies is conditioned with loud noises and 
electric shock to “grow up with what the psychologists used to 
call an ‘instinctive’ hatred of books and fl owers” in order to keep 
them from reading or enjoying nature.27 According to World 
Controller, Mustapha Mond, conditioning is necessary to provide 
stability. In his words, “No civilization without social stability. 
No social stability without individual stability.”28 Huxley pub-
lished Brave New World in 1932 in that turbulent period between 
the wars when society was in many ways still reeling from the 
fi rst war and at the same time deep in the economic depression 
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of the late twenties. On both sides of the Atlantic, the massive 
propaganda campaign of the war remained in place to continue 
raising money and promoting food conservation after the war’s 
end. Huxley’s world vision, among other things, refl ects the 
attempts at social control during and after the war.
Burgess’s post–World War II A Clockwork Orange describes 
a perhaps more sinister form of conditioning called Ludivico’s 
Technique, in which the violent teenager Alex is administered 
drugs and forced to watch violent fi lms in an experimental 
attempt to curb his desire to rape and pillage. Before his con-
ditioning is far advanced, Alex realizes that not only is he ill at 
the thought of violence, but he retches at the thought of sex, 
violent or not, and—as crucial to Alex—when he hears the music 
of his favorite composer, Beethoven, which has accompanied 
the conditioning. As the prison chaplain has warned him, he 
has ceased to be a man. Alex, in spite of his terrible past, has 
become a victim, the pawn of every political force, including 
rival ones, in the novel. As Pratkanis and Aronson put it, the 
novels “provide a futuristic glimpse of a bleak and scary world 
completely guided by behavioristic principles.”29
As portentous as these novels are, they delve into only 
one method of psychological control. Clearly, there are others. 
Those Eisenhower fi fties I alluded to earlier opened the doors 
to mass advertising on a scale never before imagined. Prior to 
the fi fties, advertising had been largely limited to radio spots 
and print ads in magazines and newspapers. But in the fi fties, 
television offered potentially larger audiences than other forms 
of media had afforded. According to sociologist Vance Packard in 
his 1957 masterwork The Hidden Persuaders, the post–World War 
II era saw “the use of mass psychoanalysis to guide campaigns 
of persuasion [to] . . . become the basis of a multimillion-dollar 
industry.”30 Companies seeking to advertise their products, 
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according to Packard, sat “at the feet of psychiatrists and so-
cial scientists (particularly psychologists and sociologists) who 
[had] been hiring themselves out as ‘practical’ consultants or 
setting up their own research fi rms.”31 While Packard fi nds 
some advertising diverting and amusing, he argues that society 
has moved “from the genial world of James Thurber into the 
chilling world of George Orwell and his Big Brother.”32 But the 
world of Great War propaganda was not so genial or devoid of 
science. World War I propagandists had access to obvious forms 
of psychological manipulation to rouse patriotic sentiments; 
Freud was by then widely published.33 According to Freud biog-
rapher Peter Gay, Freud found the war “too vile” and believed 
“people were behaving precisely the way that psychoanalysis 
would have predicted.”34 Freud’s thoughts here are perhaps 
a tribute to his own theories; nevertheless, propaganda was 
pervasive, and according to Gay, Freud had declared that “the 
war had degenerated into a confl ict more bloody than any of 
its predecessors and had produced . . . an outburst of hate and 
contempt for the enemy,” which in Freud’s case at the time 
would have been the Allies.35 That hatred was felt by all com-
batant nations and was certainly fueled by propaganda, which, 
according to Lindley Fraser, had gone “from being an art, or 
craft, to becoming a (rudimentary) science,”—precisely what 
Packard feared about fi fties advertising.36
Jungian interpretations of war mania, and thus of the 
force of propaganda, are not as preponderant as are Freudian 
discussions, yet they remain signifi cant in examining human 
motivations. Sam Keen in Faces of the Enemy: Refl ections of the 
Hostile Imagination explores the Jungian psyche for sources of 
that hostile imagination, the tendency of what he refers to as 
“homo hostilis” to create enemies.37 The negative qualities we 
invariably assign to the enemy are refl ections of what Carl Jung 
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refers to as the shadow, in Keen’s words, “the ‘bad’ self, which 
remains unconscious so long as it may be projected onto an 
enemy. By this sleight of hand, the unacceptable parts of the 
self—its greed, cruelty, sadism, hostility, . . . are made to disap-
pear and are recognized only as qualities of the enemy.”38 Thus 
in World War I propaganda, Germans are depicted as rapists, 
cannibals, and mutilators of young children. Keen’s admitted 
intention in writing his book is current; he hopes to “dispel 
the fog of propaganda and decipher the rhetoric that binds us 
to the illusions of the warfare system.”39 An admirable goal. 
All those subliminal urges boiling in the soup of the Jungian 
subconscious are here identifi ed as part of the “normal” psyche 
and projected onto whomever is handy to create a ubiquitous 
enemy, one we can hate and kill with impunity and one we can 
teach our children to hate as well. While Keen’s focus is almost 
exclusively Jungian, he does allude to the importance of social 
institutions as well. Keen believes that “creative thinking about 
war will always involve both the individual psyche and social 
institutions. Society shapes the psyche and vice versa.”40 Still, 
in Jung’s depiction of the psyche’s composition, archetypes 
are universal; they exist cross-culturally, and Keen describes 
similar archetypal images in cross-cultural propaganda. Keen’s 
focus, then, remains psychological.41
Lawrence LeShan also examines what he calls the mythic 
quality of wartime perception. In The Psychology of War: Com-
prehending Its Mystique and Its Madness, LeShan declares that war 
involves “an essential change from our structuring the world 
in our customary way to our structuring it in the ways of a 
fairy tale or myth. The way-things-are, the rules for living, the 
morality that guides us: all of these qualities are very different 
during peacetime than during wartime.”42 LeShan couches this 
shift in terms of an us-versus-them view of the world. Of ten 
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examples of the way wartime perceptions of humanity differ 
from those of peacetime, numbers nine and ten offer the best 
illustration of how the enemy is demonized by those percep-
tions. According to example number nine, during peace, “we 
can talk with those we disagree with. Negotiation is possible.” 
During war, this belief mutates to the idea that “since the enemy 
is evil, he naturally lies. Communication is not possible. Only 
force can settle the issue. We tell the truth (news, education). 
They lie (propaganda).”43 Perhaps more crucially in number 
ten, during peace we believe that “all people are fundamentally 
the same. Difference are quantitative.” During war, however, 
“‘We’ and ‘They’ are qualitatively different, so different that 
the same actions are ‘good’ when we do them, and ‘evil’ when 
the enemy does them. There is doubt that we and they really 
belong to the same species.”44 LeShan insists that in making 
war, “it is individuals who act, not nations.”45 Yet individuals 
act believing that “we must identify ourselves with something 
larger than our skin-limited being; alone, we lose something of 
our humanness.”46 Like Keen, LeShan leads us then through the 
psyche to the idea of human community, the focus of sociology, 
at which we must take a closer look.
Sociology: Negative Positivism
Sociology also serves as a theoretical basis for propaganda 
analyses. Public opinion emerges when the institutions that 
desire to control it shape potentially diverse social groups into 
an unthinking mass. Most often, this shaping is political, and 
it is achieved through some form of propaganda. Political so-
ciologist Harold Lasswell defi nes propaganda as “the control 
of opinion by signifi cant symbols or, to speak more concretely 
and less accurately, by stories, rumours, reports, pictures and 
other forms of social communication. Propaganda is concerned 
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with the management of opinions and attitudes by the direct 
manipulation of social suggestion rather than by altering other 
conditions in the environment or in the organism.”47 Like Fraser, 
Lasswell appears to exclude force as a form of propaganda. 
Contrasting civilian life with military life, Lasswell concludes, 
“Civilian unity is not achieved by the regimentation of muscles. 
It is achieved by a repetition of ideas rather than movements. 
Propaganda is the method by which this process is aided and 
abetted.”48 Arthur Ponsonby also alludes to the idea of a regi-
mented public. Indeed, Ponsonby is so adamant in his descrip-
tions of social control that he almost seems to rule out the idea 
of psychology at all, seeing instead an uneducated mass that 
will believe whatever it is told. His expressed aim in writing 
his book—one similar to Sam Keen’s—is that “the common 
people may be more on their guard when the war cloud next 
appears on the horizon.”49 Unfortunately, propaganda is much 
more effective than a small book published ten years after the 
war. Ponsonby’s declaration that “the public can be worked up 
emotionally by sham ideals” certainly calls his optimism into 
question, as does his continued assertion that “a sort of collec-
tive hysteria spreads and rises until fi nally it spreads and gets 
the better of sober people and reputable newspapers.”50 Given 
the number of questionable articles the Times published as fact 
and the number of British intellectuals who immediately joined 
the war effort or signed on to work with Lord Northcliffe at 
Crewe House, either hysteria spread faster than Ponsonby might 
have anticipated, or those “sober people” are just as susceptible 
to mass hysteria as that proverbial “mass.” As he continues 
to indict governments for using lies, Ponsonby declares that 
“a moment’s refl ection would tell any reasonable person that 
such obvious bias cannot possibly represent the truth. But the 
moment’s refl ection is not allowed; lies are circulated with 
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great rapidity. The unthinking mass accept them and by their 
excitement sway the rest.”51
I turn now to that mass and its function within the social 
structure. In the world of sociology, much has been made of 
mass society. C. Wright Mills in his major opus The Power Elite 
addresses the issue of the mass society as part of his defi nition 
of the power elite. According to Mills, the concept of the “Great 
American Public” that was crucial to eighteenth-century concepts 
of democracy, and is still, as he puts it, “used as the working 
[justifi cation] of power in American society,” is a “set of images 
out of a fairy tale: they are not adequate even as an approximate 
model of how the American system of power works.”52 In place 
of the “Great American Public” exists perhaps a modifi ed ver-
sion of the mass society. Mills explains that four criteria must 
be considered to establish the difference between a public and 
a mass society. First, “the ratio of the givers of opinion to the 
receivers” must be considered. In a public, opinion fl ows freely 
in all directions. When opinion is dependent on mass commu-
nication, the classical concept of the public begins to disappear. 
Second is the ability to respond to an opinion without fear of 
reprisals, including “conventional sanction,” gossip, ostracism, 
and potential loss of employment.53 Mills’s third criterion is the 
connection between public opinion and political action, “the ease 
with which opinion is effective in the shaping of decisions of pow-
erful consequence.”54 During wartime, of course, including both 
world wars, the public has little to do with decision making. The 
American public, for instance, had little to do with the decision to 
drop atomic bombs on Japan. Finally, Mills addresses the extent 
to which “authority” penetrates into daily life. As examples, he 
refers to the Nazi system of informants and Soviet cell structure. 
We might add the fi ctional example here of children informing 
on their parents and everyone else in Orwell’s 1984.
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In Mills’s view in 1956, “we have moved a considerable 
distance along the road to mass society.”55 Because American 
society is not yet totalitarian, Mills declines to address it as a 
mass. And yet the almost universal war fervor during the Great 
War, the suggestion that slackers should be ferreted out and 
dealt with accordingly, the attempt to eradicate the use of the 
German language, and the suggestion from Roy Rutherford 
Bailey’s Captain Tick-Mouse that children should “help Uncle 
Sam catch the slackers” are all suggestive of totalitarianism.56 
What was true for Mills in 1956 may not have universal appli-
cation in the twenty-fi rst century, as Alan Wolfe points out in 
his afterword to The Power Elite. Nevertheless, his theories can 
shed light on basic social structures, both now and during the 
Great War. Because the war was conducted on such a grand 
scale, mass armies were required. Masses of men and equip-
ment had to be moved and moved quickly. As we have noted, 
mass propaganda for the fi rst time motivated public opinion 
to the degree that these goals were accomplished.
Given the emergence of what appears to have been a mass 
society, at least at the time, and given the use, intentional or not, 
of some pretty obvious psychological tools, the effi cacy of First 
World War propaganda becomes almost comprehensible. But 
more should be said of the workings of social structure before 
we move on to a review of Great War propaganda. Basic in terms 
of classical sociological theory is the sometimes overlooked 
work of Ferdinand Tönnies. Tönnies indeed wrote much on 
the subject of public opinion both before and after World War 
I. But it is his earlier work Community and Society (or Community 
and Civil Society, depending on the translation) that ultimately 
sheds most light on the construction of propaganda. Like the 
later works of Mills, Tönnies’s work on public opinion deals with 
the concept of the mass society and the formation of opinions. 
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Tönnies also names ways public opinion can be suppressed, 
or at least how the expression of opinions can be suppressed 
or “checked”; in other words, Tönnies distinguishes between 
opinions and the expression of opinions.57 While thoughts are 
“free,” Tönnies concludes that “the expression of thoughts and 
views—and especially their public, that is, their consciously 
planned dissemination (propaganda, agitation)—is a free act 
that one can successfully order or prevent.”58 When a community 
speaks with a single voice, propaganda is often responsible, and 
the expression of dissident thoughts is checked with a religious 
zeal. In fact, Tönnies connects religion and public opinion as 
he elaborates on the idea of suppression and demonization. 
As he explains, “Real Public Opinion and religion both vilify a 
deviant opinion as a sin. Even though they are not interested 
in having a deviant opinion expressed or disseminated (“propa-
gandized”), its assessment (i.e., its rejection) is based on having 
the opinion.”59 As we have observed, failure to condemn the 
Hun, to fi ght him in whatever capacity possible, is tantamount 
to being a Hun or a demon.
While his work on public opinion sheds light on the thrust 
of propaganda, Tönnies’s earlier work Community and Society, in 
which he defi nes the sociological concepts Gemeinschaft and Gesell-
schaft, sheds even further light on the way propaganda infl uences 
public opinion. Gemeinschaft, translated as “community,” and 
Gesellschaft or “society” represent two basic human relation-
ships: primary, or friends and family, and secondary, such as a 
store clerk, someone with whom the city dweller deals, even 
on a recurring basis, but with whom there is no other connec-
tion. According to the theory of Gemeinschaft, or community, 
primary relationships are “an original or natural condition which 
is preserved in spite of actual separation.”60 Three primary rela-
tionships are the matrix of community or, as Tönnies puts it, its 
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embryo: the relationship between mother and child, that between 
spouses “in its natural or general biological meaning,” and that 
between siblings.61 We shall return to these three groupings. 
The Gesellschaft, or society, is an “artifi cial construction” that 
Tönnies views as negative in the sense that everyone is “isolated 
and there exists a condition of tension against all others.”62
The state is an example of society, or Gesellschaft. It is a 
group of loosely connected human beings who, to contradict 
LeShan momentarily, feel only a sense of competition with 
one another. Given Tönnies’s designations, we might wonder 
about the question of propaganda and how the state uses it to 
create unity, to make the larger civil society seem to be one big 
community, a kind of family. In Women and War, Jean Bethke 
Elshtain argues that “to create a grand civic entity, local iden-
tities must be shattered or muted; individuals must become 
entangled with the notion of a homeland not as the local com-
munity into which one is born but as a vast entity, symbolized 
by fl ags, oaths of allegiance, constitutions (in some cases), and 
wars against others.”63 But in fact in propaganda, local identity 
is never muted; it is expanded into the idea of a unifi ed home-
land, a collection of nuclear families that have the same needs 
and the same values no matter what their actual location. In 
popular sheet music, for instance, individual states in the United 
States represent members of the family, and in Great Britain, 
the colonies are depicted as the “children” of Britannia. The 
state, the Gesellschaft, achieves its purpose of unity by using 
the three primary relationships that form the Gemeinschaft in 
much of its propaganda. That is, the Gesellschaft appropriates 
the Gemeinschaft for its images of propaganda. As we examine 
posters, sheet music, and children’s books, we will see depicted 
ad infi nitum relationships between mother and child. The earlier 
alluded to “Hun or Home” (fi g. 42) is an example of that unit 
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fig. 3. “For Home and Country,” poster by Alfred Everitt Orr.
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ripped apart by the evil Hun. We also see relationships between 
husband and wife—Orr’s “For Home and Country” comes to 
mind, picturing a soldier/husband embracing wife and child 
(fi g. 3). And fi nally, we see relationships between siblings, in 
which everyone is made to feel a sibling, wife, or mother to 
every soldier. We also see young brothers and sisters working 
together for the war effort—Captain Tick-Mouse characters Davy 
and Dorfy, for instance (fi g. 23).
Although sociological theory has its origins in the late 
nineteenth century, the basic social structures it defi nes exist, 
perhaps unfortunately, in many of the same ways they have for 
centuries. Perhaps they, like Jung’s archetypes, arise out of the 
human psyche. Perhaps. At any rate, these theories give us an 
idea of how elemental are the images of propaganda and why 
humans are eager to die for them, or to kill for them. With these 
thoughts in mind, then, let us move on to the propaganda itself. 
The fi rst three chapters present propaganda meant to bring 
women into the war effort, as wives and mothers or potential 
wives and mothers. At the government and corporate level, 
we see the campaigns of the U.S. Food Administration and the 
corresponding British League of National Safety, as well as the 
Red Cross and the ywca, to name a few. At the private level, we 
delve into magazine fi ction and romance novels meant to enlist 
both married and single women into the war effort. Next we 
explore in chapter 4 the vast store of material directed toward 
children. From textbooks to war games, no area of childhood 
escaped the scrutiny or the reach of war propaganda. Finally, we 
turn to propaganda that seizes on those images of the innocent, 
on the noncombatant as fodder for Hun atrocities. Like Arthur 
Ponsonby, like Sam Keen, my ultimate hope is that if we look 
at enough propaganda, we will know it when we see it, and we 
will know why it raises the hair on the backs of our necks.
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